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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider certain dual integral equations involving trigonometrical functions whose 
closed form solutions are obtained. Solutions are obtained by using the properties of Mehler-Fock 
transforms and the inversion theorem of the generalized Mehler-Fock transforms. The solutions of these 
dual integral equations have applications in engineering. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of mixed boundary-value problems we often encounter dual integral 
equations. Dual integral equations nvolving trigonometrical functions which can be 
solved by the application of Mehler-Fock inversion theorem were first considered 
by Babloian [1]. Later on Pathak [8] considered more general type of dual integral 
equations than those of Babloian [1]. Recently Singh, Rokne and Dhaliwal [9] 
have considered the dual integral equations which are more general than the ones 
considered in [1] and [8]. Mandal [5] also considered the dual integral equations 
involv ing P~-½+ir (cosh a), Re/z < 1 as kernel. Virchenko [12] considered certain 
hybrid dual integral equations c taining eneralized Legendre function of the first 
kind as kernel. 
In the present paper we obtain solution of the more general type of dual integral 
equations by using the method of Noble [7] and the solutions of these dual integral 
equations contain the result of references [ 1,8] and [9] as particular cases. We solve 
the dual integral equations formally by using properties of generalized associated 
I Professor Dhaliwal passed away suddenly on October 10, 2007, during the research for this paper. 
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Legendre functions and the inverse generalized Mehler-Fock formula. The relevant 
references for the dual and triple integral equations are given in [ 11,10]. Connected 
to this paper the study of Mehler-Fock type transforms is given by Mandal and 
Nanigopal [6]. The analysis is formal and no attempt has been made tojustify the 
changes in the order of integrations. 
Some drawbacks in the solutions of references [1,8] are pointed out. The object 
of this paper is to obtain closed form solutions, which is rarely possible. These 
dual integral equations might have applications in engineering and mathematical 
physics. 
2. INTEGRAL INVOLVED GENERALIZED LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS AND SOME USEFUL 
RESULTS 
In this section we discuss some integral involving the generalized associated 
Legendre functions. We can easily find with the help of Virchenko [12] that 
(1) )1-1 #v P ] ~((cosh12c))=~r-1/z2(v-u+l)/2 F -# csinhU(12c) 
-~+i~ 
ot 
× f (cosh( c) -
0 
xF  2 ' 2 '2  ~;qJl(0,12) cos(r0)d0, 
where 
(2) ~I/1 (0 ,  12) = 
cosh(12c) - cosh(Oc) 
1 + cosh(12c) ' 
#v 1 P ) .~ (cosh(12c)) is the generalized associated Legendre function, IRe#l < ~, 
IRevl < 1 - IRe~l, F( ) is the Hypergeometric series and 
(3) 
(4) q/2(O, 12) = 
0 
/ , x (cosh(0c) - cosh(12c))"- :~(1 + cosh(12c)) ~ 
0 
xF( /~-v  l+/~-v ' l  ) 
2- ' 2 '2  +/x; k02(O' 12) 
P ~+ ~( h ( ) )  i h i -" (  )d ] x u cos 12c sn 12c 12 , I 
cosh(Oc) - cosh(12c) 
1 + cosh(Oc) 
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The generalized Mehler-Fock formulae involving generalized associated Legen- 
dre functions of the first kind is given by Braaksma nd Meulenbeld [2] in the 
following form: 
(5) 
oo  
~.) = f G(ol)P~_~+i ~ (cosh(etc))sinh(ac)dot 
0 
and its inversion formula is 
(6) 
Oo 
o(~ ) = ~-~2.-,-, f f~  sinh(2 f r)A(r, #, v, c)P~-f+i r~ (cosh(otc))F (r) dr, 
0 
where 
(7) A(r, #, v, c) 
(1 -#+v ~)  (1 - / z+v 
=F  2 +i  F 2 
(1 -#-v  icr_) ×F 2 
r )  (1 - / z -  v r )  
i F 2 +i  
y~ 
and c = 7" 
Equation (1) can be written in the form 
(8) 
v- / z  v+/z. 1 
F 2 ' 2 ' 2 /z, q/l(0, 0 0 cos(r0)(cosh(otc) 
0 
1 
- cosh(0c))-lz-:~ H(ot - O)dO 
=2~r(~-Iz)sin-~(otc)P~+i~(cosh(otc))c-1, 
where H( ) is the Heaviside unit function and by the inversion formula for the 
Fourier cosine transform, we obtain 
(9) 
oo  
f P~+i r(cOSh(OlC))cOS('CO)dT 
0 
v-  -1  
x/~2 er_t~ csinh u (otc) (cosh(otc) cosh(Oc))-u- ½ 
r(½ -u) 
xF  2 ' 2 '2  tt;~l(0, oe) H(o~-O). 
The above equation (9) can be written in the form 
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(lO) 
(3O 
f P~_~+i r (cosh(ac))g(r)zr-32 ~-~-1 f r  sinh(2fr)A(r, #, v,c)dr 
0 
p-  - I  
V~-2 ~ c sinh u (t~c) ( 
= cosh(otc) - cosh(0c))-u- ½ 
r(½ - 
xF  -----~, 2 ,~--/Z;q/l(0,Ot ) H(ot-O), 
where 
(11) g(r) = [zr-32 ~-v-I f r  sinh(2fr)A(r, #, v, c)] -1 cos(r0). 
Equation (10) is of the form of equation (6) and by the generalized Mehler-Fock 
transform formula (5) the above equation gives 
)}-' (12) cos(r0) = rr -3/22~-~ r - # r sinh(2fr)A(r,/z, v, c) 
OO 
x / (cosh(ac)  - 
P 
cosh(Oc))-u-½ 
d 
0 
x F ~- ,  2 '2 #, ~l(O, oO 
x sinhl+~(olc) P~+i ~ (cosh(c~c)) dff. 
Integrating both sides of equation (4) with respect to 0 from 0 to O, we get 
1 v+l -~ -- 
(13) sin(r0)zr ~2~s-~- (1+ cosh(0c))% e sec(/zzr) 
OO 
= rF - / z  (cosh(0c) - cosh(~c)) -~ (1 + cosh(ctc))~- 
0 
x F ( l~- v 1-F l z -  v 1 ) 
2 ' 2 ' 2 +/z; ~2(0, t~) 
X e~+i  r (coshotc) sinhl-U((ac)) dotH(ot - 0). 
The above equation (13) is of the form of equation (5) and by the generalized 
Mehler-Fock transform formula (6) the above equation gives the following equa- 
tion: 
(14) (cosh(0c) - cosh(otc))Iz-½ (1+ cosh(otc)) z.~ 
xF(  l z -v  l+#-v ' l  ) ' 2 ' -2 + lz; %(0, or) sinh-U(~c)H(O - or) 
= sec(/zrr)zr-5/2f(1 + cosh(0c)) 2e-T 2"-~ -1 
r(½ - 
x ] sinh(2fr)A(r,/z, v, c) sin(r0)p~]V . (cosh(otc)) dr. -~+t  r
0 
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By applying the Fourier sine inversion theorem on equation (14) we find that 
(15) ~v =A-1 ~- P ] ~ (cosh(otc)) (r, tx, v,c)cosech(2fr)(2rr)3/22~-v~ 
-~+i7  
f (cosh(Oc) - cosh(o~c))U-½ sin(r0) X 
w7 
ff  
2 ' 2 ' 2 -t-IX; ~2(0,~) 
x (1 + cosh(~c))~- (1+ cosh(0c)) e-Tz adO. 
By using a relation 
(16) F(a,b;c;y)=(1-y)-aF(a,c-b,c; Y ) 
y-1  ' 
the equation (15) can be written in the form 
(17) u ~ = A-1 ~- P ] ~ (cosh(otc)) (r, ix, v,c)cosech(2fr)(2zr)3/22 ~ 
-~+iF  
x[F(~+ix)]-lcsinh-U(otc) 
oo  
f (cosh(Oc) - cosh(otc))U-½ sin(r0) X 
o ,  
ot 
2 ' 2 ' 2 +ix;~l(0 '~)  dO. 
3. DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH TRIGONOMETRIC SINE FUNCTION KERNELS 
First we consider the dual integral equations: 
OO 
(18) fr-lA(r)sin(xr)dr=fl(x), 0<x<a,  
0 
f { (1 - ix+v cr_) ( - / z  i -~)F (  (19) A(r) F 2 +i  F 1 2+v 1 -#2-v  
0 
( ct/-1 1 - IX -v  r xF  2 i 
x cosech(~-~)s in (x r )dr= f2(x), a<x <c~, 
where IReix[ < ½, IRevl < 1 -Reix.  
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Differentiating both sides of  equation (18) with respect o x, we find that 
O0 
(20) f A(r )cos (x , r )d r  = f[(x), 0 <~x < a, 
0 
where prime denotes derivative with respect o x. 
• . 1 v- +1 
Multiplying both sides of  equation (20) by Jr-  ~ 2 ~ { F (½ - #) }- 1 c sinh u (otc) x 
1 v 
(cosh(otc)-  cosh(Oc))-~-~ F( zffu, v+u. 1 2 ' 2 /z; qJl(X, u)), integrating both sides 
with respect o x from 0 to ot and using equation (1), we find that 
OO 
(21) f PU;i~(coshotc)A(r)dr= Fl(ot), 0<oe<a,  
0 
where 
(22) 
1 V-/.t+l { (~ )} - - I  
Fl(Oe) = zr- 2 2 - - - r -  F -#  csinhU(otc) 
ff 
x f(cosh( c) - cosh(xc))-"-½ 
0 
) x F ~- ,  2 '2 #; 021(x,ot) f'(x)dx. 
3 V--/Z 
Now we multiply equation (1 9) by (2zr) ~ 2 w-  [F (1 + #)] - 1 c sinh -/z (OtC) (cosh(x c) -- 
cosh(otc)),-½ F(.~ ~v;1  , 2 +/z ;  o21 (x, a))  and integrate both sides between the 
limits of  ot and oo to find that 
OO 
(23) f e~_½+i r#,v (coshotc)A(r)dr = F2(~), a < ot < oo, 
0 
where we have used equation (17) and 
(24) Fz(o~)=(2zr)~2~ {F (~ + lt) }-lcsinh-U(ac) 
(9O 
f . '  x (cosh(xc) - cosh(otc)) - 
13/ 
' 2 ' 2 +/z;  qq(x,o0 f2(x)dx. 
Making use of  the generalized Mehler-Fock formulae (5) and (6), and the relations 
(21) and (23), we find that 
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(25) A(r) = r sinh(2fr)zr-3f2 ~-v-1A(r,/z, v, c) 
x[isinh(otc)P~_;+ir(coshotc)Fl(ot)dot 
+ f sinh(olc)P"~+ i ~ ((cosh~c))F2(~)dot . 
We note that equation (25) gives the solution of the dual integral equations (19) 
and (20) but not those &the dual integral equations (18) and (19). Substituting from 
equation (25) into equation (18) and using equation (14), we find that 
x 
S u-~ C~-" 1+'+#'I ) (26) sinhl-U(~c)(1 + cosh(~c)) =l- F 2 ' 2 ' 2 +/x; O2(x, ~) 
F1 (t~) dot 
X 1 
(cosh(xc) - cosh(uc)) 2-u 
2LC~ -a Vrff-fl (x)(1 + cosh(xc)) a_~ 
, O<x<a.  
F(½ - /z )  cos0zzr) 
Substituting the value of F1 (o0 from equation (22) into equation (26), we find that 
(27) 
x / 
f f;(u) du sinh(otc) (1 + cosh(o~c)) 
0 u 
xF(  #-v  1-v+l~'l ) 
-2 ' 2 ' 2 +/~; qJE(X, o0 
F(V~_u v'~#; 1 , ~ - - /Z ;  q / l  (U, Or)) dot 
X 
1 l 
(cosh(t~c) - cosh(uc)) 7+u (cosh(xc) - cosh(ac)) 2-u 
~fl (x) (1 + cosh(xc)) v_~ 
O<x<a.  
ccos(/zTr) 
The solution of the dual integral equations (18) and (19) is given by the equation 
(25) along with the condition (27). 
Making use of Kilbas et al. [4], we find the following integral 
x 
f ct)) (28) sinh(ac)(1 + cosh(ac)) ~ F #-~ , 2 ' 2 
u 
- -  v+~.  1 F(V-2 "' 2 '~-#;qh(u'a))da 
X 
1 1 
[cosh(a'c) - cosh(uc)] ~+v [cosh(xc) - cosh(ac)] ~ -v 
= (1 + cosh(ac)) e~£ B - /z ,  ~ +/z - ,  
C 
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where B0 denotes the Beta function. Making use of equation (28) we get from 
equation (27) that 
(29) f(0) = 0. 
If we assume # = v and 
(30) 
F (1 + icr_)F (1 _icr_)_ cos~fr) 
fl(x) = ml(x), 2:rrf2(x) = m2(x), 
/Z,V P-½+i ~ (cosh(ac)) = PU½+i ~ (cosh(etc)), F(O, r/; fl; x) = l, 
we find that the dual integral equations (18) and (19) can be written in the form 
(31) 
(32) 
OO 
f r-lA(r)sin(xr)dr=ml(x), 0<x<a,  
0 
O~ 
fz(r)Ir(~-/z+i~)r(~ /z - i-~) }-'  - cosec(f r) 
0 
×sin(xr)dr=m2(x),  a<x <oc. 
Solution of the dual integral equations (31) and (32) may be written in the form 
(33) A(r)= f r r r -2s inh( f r )F (~- Iz+i r )F (~- lz - i  r )  
Fi x sinh(ctc)PUl~_i r (coshctc)Gl(ct)dot 
L~ -~-  ~ 
+ J sinh(otc)P u (cosh~c)G2(oO d~ _½ . r  
a 
where 
(34) 
(35) 
G,, /Wcsir ", c, f m](x)dx 
0 (cosh(otc) - cosh(xc))~ +u 
1 
G2(ot) = c(2zr) ~ sinh-U(otc) f m2(x) dx - - - - - -  l 
r(½ + #) ,~ (cosh(xc) - cosh(ac))~ -u 
the condition (27) simplifies to the form 
(36) m](0)=0 
and the prime denotes the derivative. 
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For f = Jr, the solution of the dual integral equations (31) and (32) is given by 
equation (33) which agrees with Pathak [8] but Pathak's olution does not mention 
the condition (36). 
If we take # = 0, then the dual integral equations (31) and (32) can be written in 
the form 
(37) fr-lA(r)sin(xr)dr =mx(x), 0<x <a,  
0 
OO 
(38) fA(r)coth(fr)sin(xr)dr =h(x),  a <x  < ~,  
0 
where 
(39) h(x) = Jrm2(x), 
and equation (33) for this case reduces to 
(40) A(r) = f__f_r tanh(fr) ~(ot)P_½+ir ((coshac)) sinh(txc) dc~ 
Jr 
"0  
- ] 
+ f sinh(oec)w (o0 P ½ +i ~ ((cosh oec)) d~ , 
a - - -  - m 
where 
(41) g2(~) = c4'2] -- m'l (X ) dx 
. . . .  1 ' 
Jr J [cosh(c~c)- cosh(xc)] 
0 
O~ 
h(x)dx 
(42) w(ot) = [ 
Jr J [cosh(xc)- cosh(~c)]½" 
For f = Jr, the solution of the dual integral equations (37) and (38) given by 
equation (40) agrees with equation 3.6 of [1, pp. 1230-1231]. Our solution and 
Babloian [l] solution are the same except hat Babloian's olution does not mention 
the requirement of m 1 (0) -- 0. 
4. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION OF DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS (18) AND (19) 
In this section we shall find the solution of dual integral equations (18) and (19) 
without the condition (27). Trial solution of the dual integral equations (18) and 
(19) is: 
a (x )  
f (43) A(r) = --r  fl(t) sin(tr)dt + ~(t)cos(tr)dt, Jr 
o a 
where ~(t) is an unknown function. 
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Substituting equation (43) into equation (18), interchanging the order of integra- 
tions and using the following integral from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [3, pp. 414, 
3.741(2)]: 
OO 
(44) f cos(tr)sin(xr)dr {zr/2, 0<t = O, x  t, 
we find that equation (18) is satisfied identically. Substituting for A(r) from 
equation (43) into equation (23) which has been derived from equation (19), we 
find that 
6/ 
(45) f dp(t)F(V~u, v+u. 1 2 ' 2 lZ; qJa(t, ot))dt 
a [cosh(~c) - cosh(ct)]½ +~ = M(ot), a < c~ < c~, 
where 
(46) M(a) = 
r(l_.) 
2 2 c4~-sinhU(otc ) 
[ J / ] 2 .u  x F2(o0 rP  i, .~((coshccc))dr f l ( t )s in(tr)dt  , Yt" -~-~ 
0 0 
a <0/  < 00. 
Making use of Virchenko [12, p. 125] or Kilbas et al. [4], we find the solution of 
equation (45) in the form 
(47) ®(t)- dt ( +cosh(tc))  (cosh(tc)-cosh( c))- +" 
a 
x ( l+cosh(otc))-Z-F /z v ' 2 ' 2 +/z ; -q J l ( t ,  or) 
xcsinh(cot)M(a)]d~}, a<t<oo.  
Substituting the value of A (r) from equation (25) into equation (18), we find that 
(48) fl (x) : 
2 /z) cos #rr (1 +cosh(xc))e-~ -a 
× sinh - (otc)F1 (ot)(cosh(xc) - cosh(otc))U-½ 
× (1 + cosh(ac))e-~ 
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) ' 2 ' 2 +/z; qJ2(x, ot  dot 
x 
+ f sinhl-U(otc)F2(ot)(c°sh(xc) - cosh(otc))U-½ 
a 
x (1 + cosh(otc))e-~ 
"2 ' 2 '2  + l~; ~2(x'ot)  dot , a<x <oo, 
and the above expression fl(x) also satisfies condition (27). Substituting for A(r) 
from equation (25) into equation (19), we find that 
(49) fz(x) = 
5 l - t -v -3  
-zr-~ f c2 2 
r(½ - ~) 
d[!Fl(ot)sinhl+.(otc)F(L~_~, .L~_;1 /x; *1 (x, ot)) dot 
x dx [cosh(otc) - cosh(xc)lt*+~ 
O0 V--l'* 
[ F2(ot)sinhl+U(otc)F( 2 ' + g 
v+#.  1 2 ' 2 /z; qq(x, ot))dot- 
[cosh(otc) - cosh(xc)]U+½ 
0<x<a.  
5. DUAL  INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH TR IGONOMETRIC  COSINE FUNCTION KERNELS 
We consider the following dual integral equations with cosine kernels: 
(5o) 
(51) 
oo 
f A(r) cos(x z) dr = fl (x), 0 ~< x < a, 
0 
oo 
/ ~-la(~){ r ( 1 -~+~2 +i  r )  F (1 - / z  + v2  
0 
xF  2 + i  P 2 
x cosech (~-~)  cos(xr) dr = f2(x), 
i-~) 
icr-)} -I 
a <x <oo, 
where IRe/zl < ½, IRevl < 1 -Re/z.  
1 v- /x+l  , 
Multiplying both sides of equation (50) by zr- ~ 2----7-- { F (~ - # ) }- I c sinh u (ot c) x 
l V ! _  
(cosh(otc) - cosh(xc))-t*- ~F ( 2 ~* , - ~,+v ; 2 /z; qq (x, ot)), integrating both sides 
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with respect to x from 0 to ot and using equation (1), we find that 
oo 
(52) f C~+ir (cosh~c)A( r )dr=Ml (Ct ) ,  0<or <a,  
0 
where 
(53) M1 (or) = zr -~2 2 1 ~ - / , ,£  csinhU(otc) 
t~ 
x f (cos.(~c) - cos.(xc))-.- ~ 
0 
x F ----~, 2 '2  p~;~l(X,~) f l (x )dx .  
Differentiating both sides of equation (51) with respect to x, we obtain 
oo 
/ 1( ; )(  c) (54) a( r )  F l -#+v2 +i  F 1 - / z+v2 i c F 2 + i  
0 
( 1 - / z -v  xF  2 i 
x x cosech sin(xr) dr = - f~( ) ,  a < x < c~, 
where prime denotes the derivative with respect o x. Multiplying both sides of 
3 v-/.t 
equation (54) by (270: 2~-  IF(½ + #)]-1c sinh-U(~c)(cosh(xc) - cosh(otc)) u- ½ × 
/ z+v.  1 F(U2 v, 2 ' ~ +/z; qJl(x, ~)), integrating with respect o x between the limits of 
a and c~, and by using the result (17), we find that 
0o 
P ~ ..~ (coshotc)A(r)dr  = M2(ot), a < t~ < oo, 
0 
where 
(56) M2(~) = - (2 J r )~2~ F +# csinh-U(ac) 
oo 
f l ,  x (cosh(xc) - cosh(otc))"- 2 f~(x) 
6/ 
~-- '  2 ' 2 +#;  ~l(x ,u)  dx. 
Using the generalized Mehler-Fock formulae (5) and (6) and the equations (52) 
and (55), we find that 
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(57) A(r) = r sinh(2fr)zr-32 u-v-1A(r, lz, v, c)f 
× [ f  sinh(otc)PlZ_~+is ((coshotc))Ml(ot)dot 
a 
Equation (57) gives the solution of the dual integral equations (50) and (54) but it 
is not the solution of equations (50) and (51). Therefore substituting equation (57) 
into equation (51) and using equation (56), we find that 
(58) ff~(u)du sinh(otc)F v - /~ V+lZ. 1 2 ' 2 ' 2 qJl(x, ot) 
x x 
v+/x .  1 F(U~ v' 7 ' 2 +/,z; ~I/1 (u, ot)) dot 
x 1 1 
[(cosh(cot) - cosh(xc)) ~ +u (cosh(uc) - cosh(otc)) ~-u] 
- r(½ + u)r( 1 -/z)fx(x) : a<x <oe. c2 f
The solution of the dual integral equations (50) and (51) is given by the equation 
(57) along with the condition (58). If we assume/z = v, the dual integral equations 
(50) and (51) reduce to 
OO 
(59) f A(r)cos(xr)dr =m](x), 0 <x <a, 
0 
0 0  
(60) fr-la(r)cosec(fr) {F (~- /x  + i c )F  (~- /z - i~)  }-1 cos(xr) dr 
0 
= mz(x), a<x<c~, 
where m l and m2 are defined by equations (30). Solution of the above dual integral 
equations i  given by 
(61) A(r)= frzr-2sinh(fr)F(~-Iz+i~)F(~-tz-i~) 
[i x sinh(otc) pU (cosh otc)01 (ot) dot 
~0 -½+ir  
+ f sinh(otc) P~½ +i , (cosh otc)rl2(ot) dot) q, 
a - - J 
where 
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(62) 
(63) 
ot  
./~-_2 csinh u (c~c) f m 1 (X)  dx 
O,(a) = v -~ ~ ~ J (cosh(ac)-cosh(xc))½+u ' 
0 
1 oc  
c(2zr) ~ sinh u (ac) [ m' 2 (x) dx 
J 02(Or) ~--- - -  1-'( 1 + #) ~ (cosh(xc) - cosh(otc))~-" 
and the condition (58) simplifies to 
(64) m2(oc) = 0. 
For f = rr, the solution of the dual integral equations (59) and (60) given by 
equation (61) reduces to the solution given by Pathak [8] except that Pathak's 
solution does not mention the above condition (64). 
If we take # = 0, then the dual integral equations (59) and (60) can be written in 
the form 
a 
(65) fA(r)cos(xr)dr = ml(x), 
0 
(66) f l " -1A(1 . )  coth(fr) cos(x1.) 
a 
0<x<a,  
dr=h(x), a <x <oo, 
where h(x) is defined by equation (39). And the solution of the dual integral 
equations (65) and (66) for this case is given, by taking/z = 0 in equation (61), 
as  
(67) A(r)= f r r r -2s inh( f r )F (~+i~)F(~- i~)  
[i x sinh(otc)ll(oOP ½+i~ ((cosh~c))d~ 
+ J sinh(ac)12(oOP ((coshoec)) dot 
where 
(68) ll(ot) - x/-2csinh(otc) f ml(X)dx 
rr (cosh(ctc) - cosh(xc)) ½' 
0 
(X) 
(69) /2(~) _ __-V~c f h'(x) dx 
rr ~ (cosh(xc) - cosh(ac))½ 
and prime denotes the derivative with respect o x. For f = Jr, the solution of 
the dual integral equations (65) and (66) reduces to the solution of Babloian 
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[1, pp. 1230-1231]. Substituting the value of A(r) from equation (57) into equa- 
tion (51) and interchanging the order of integrations, we find that 
(70) fz(x) - 
u-v -3  5 2~r---~-T f c 
r(½ 
! Ml(ot)sinhl+Iz(otc)F(L_-~z_, _ V ; ~ /z; qJl(X, ot))dot 
× . . . .  T 
[cosh(otc) - cosh(xc)]U+~ 
+ f M2(ot) sinhl+l~(otc)F(V2 u v+#. 1 
' 2 ' 2 /z; o21 (x, or)) dot 
[cosh(ac) - cosh(xcll "+ ½ a 
0<x<a.  
Substituting the value of A(r) from equation (57) into equation (50) and using 
equation (14), we find that 
(71) f l(x) = 2~-r r -~ F - / z  (1 + cosh(cx)) ~ cos(/zzr) 
d F~ sinhl-U(otc)M1 (ot)(1 + cosh(otc))e-~ -~ 
x d--x Lo J [cosh(xc) - cosh(otc)] ½-u" 
xF(tZ2v l+ /z -v . l _  ) ' 2 ' 2 +/z; qJ2(x, ot) dot 
i sinhl-u(otc)M2(ot)(1 + c°sh(otc))~-~ + g [cosh(xc) - cosh(otc)] ½ -~ a 
2 ' 2 '2  + #;~2(x'ot) dot , 
a<x<oo. 
6. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION OF DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS (50) AND (51) 
Now we consider the solution of dual integral equations (50) and (51) in alternative 
form, without the condition (58). We take a trial solution of the dual integral 
equations (50) and (51) in the form 
(72) 
a 
A(r) = A(r, #, v, c) sinh(2fr) f qbl(t) sin(tr)dt 
0 
oo  
+ --r A(r,/~, v, c) sinh(2fr) fz(t) cos(tr) dt, 
a 
where q~l(t) is an unknown function to be determined from the dual integral 
equations. 
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Substituting from equation (72) into equation (51), we find that equation (51) 
is satisfied identically. As shown in Section 4, the equation (50) can be written in 
the form (52). Substituting from equation (72) into equation (52), interchanging the 
order of integrations and evaluating the infinite integral, we find that 
a 
f dPl(t)F(-~, -~;  ½ +/z; o21(t, ot))dt 
(73) . . . . . . . .  ---T--Y = N(ot), 0 < ~ < a, 
J [cosh(tc) - cosh(otc)] ~-u 
where 
(74) N(ot) = 
. . 5 ,u -v - I  
sec(#~r)rr- ~ f2 - -7 -  sinh u (vtc) 
r(½ - ~) 
2 f u,v x Ml (or) - -~ J P-½+i~ (cos(vtc))A(r,/z, v, c) sinh(Zfr) dr 
0 
OQ 
x f f2(t)cos(tr)dt]. 
a 
Following Virchenko [12] or Kilbas et al. [4], we find the solution of equation (73) 
in the form 
(75) qbl(t  ) = [F(½F( l+Iz)] - l _  Iz) dtd {(1 + cosh(tc)) e--~ 
a 
× f[cosh( c) - cosh(tc)l-U-½ 
t 
x[l +cosh(cot)]Y-~F( v-lz 1-1z +v. I 
2 ' 2 '2 
xcN(u) sinh(ac)d~}, O<t<a.  
~; -~ l ( t ,~) )  
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